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Are volunteering scientific community services compatible with a successful career in 
high tech, and how can one nurture the other?

Reflections over my own experience in the 
International Optics and Photonics Community.



What is a career?



Career actually has two definitions. 

The word career is often used to refer to a profession, occupation, trade or vocation. A career could define what you do for a 
living and range from those that require extensive training and education to those you can perform with only a high school 
diploma and a willingness to learn. 

Career has another definition as well. It also refers to the progress and actions you have taken throughout the working years 
of your life, especially as they relate to your occupation. It is comprised of the different jobs you have held, titles you have 
earned and work you have accomplished over a long period of time. 



There are several different kinds of career paths.

A) Multiple unrelated jobs: Your career could be made up of multiple jobs that are unrelated to one another. For 
example, you could work as a car mechanic, then as a chef in a restaurant and then as a receptionist in a veterinary clinic 
and perhaps eventually as an engineer at Google. Because each job is vastly different than the next, there is no way to 
predict what your next position will be. Because they have very little in common, you may not see significant pay 
increases from one to the next or significant increases in responsibility.

B) Advancing within the same level by changing industry/academia: This path involves advancing in the same 
occupation, whether you work for the same organization or at different successive companies. For example, you can be 
an engineer working on various projects at Apple in software, at Amazon in EE, at Microsoft in UX, at Facebook in ME and 
at Google in Optical Engineering. This can be amazingly fulfilling for many people who are not seeking increased 
responsibility or increased monetary rewards, but rather are eager to learn new things and get richer this way.

C) Advancing in the same industry or academia by increasing levels:  For example, after your Master in EE, you may start 
as a junior engineer, then senior, then principal, then director, then General Manager and eventually VP. This can be as 
fulfilling as changing fields, with the added benefit of advancing responsibility and monetary rewards through early stock 
vesting. But beware of the “rest and vest” syndrome. 



The importance of networking

- intra-company networking (often falsely defined as “internal politics”),
  - inside your org: be prepared for re-orgs and mergers, intra-team moves,…
  - outside your org: helps in lateral moves

- extra-company networking, national and international
  - academic relations (industry affiliations) 
  -  international societies (scientific and others)
  -  industry (large corporations, start-ups, university spin-offs,…)
  -  venture capital world (providing due diligence services, …)
  …
 



Network regularly
Connecting with your peers and building / nurturing professional relationships can help you identify new 
directions for your career. You never know which connection will lead to a new opportunity.

Be a lifelong learner
The job market is always shifting and with technology continuously changing, it’s important to always be in 
learning mode.

Pay attention to industry news
Read industry blogs, on line specialized web sites, or on line magazines to keep up with new technology trends.



Triggered by networking: 
the importance of lateral moves.

Make plans but be flexible
When developing your career path, don’t hold on too tightly to a specific plan. Be open to new opportunities 
that might present themselves and keep your goal in mind. Know what is important to you and what you enjoy 
about your job and your career. Also, be aware of what you would like in a future career that’s different than 
what you’re doing now.

Be ready for career shifts
If you’ve been in your position or are in an industry that is declining, it may be time to consider making a 
complete career change or at least shifting in a different direction.

Be open to lateral moves
Be open to the idea of a lateral move, or even a step backward, if it means you will have a chance to develop 
valuable skills or connections that can impact your career in the long term.



We are in 2023: 
Career moves are triggered today faster than previously



Optics and Photonics are key enabling technologies that helped built up successive tech 
waves over the past decades, developing building blocks that are constantly re-engineered to 
be adapted to the next tech waves. 
Very seldom does this strong engineering community produce a boom (or bubble) on its 
own, unlike other hyped tech sectors. 
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A few examples on how successive booms provided 
strong technology platforms to the current AR/VR field
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The long journey of slanted waveguide gratings
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Through past successive booms and bubbles, the  Optics and Photonics community has 
proven to be a very resilient community, technologies developed and built by its exceptional 
engineers for one tech boom have been used to fuel the next one…

Why? … simply because there is no alternative to optics and photonics today
…display, imaging, sensing, lighting, communication, IC fab, compute / quantum, biotech, transformation industry, and many more…



What is a scientific society and a scientific 
community?







This is my first SPIE membership (1994), I was freshmen 
student at the University in Strasbourg.

This membership was signed by then-SPIE-President James 
Breckinridge (Professor at JPL/CALTECH), a pioneer in optical 
design for astronomical observations.

… I am signing the SPIE memberships this year as the new 
SPIE president, 30 years later. ;-)



Take responsibility in helping define and shape the future 
of your own field with international scientific societies.

There are many ways to get involved…

Session chair 
and 

conference co-
chair

Author
(poster, paper, 

reviewer, 
invited talk, 

keynote 
speaker, 

exhibitor,…)

Technical 
committees 
membership

Senior member Fellow

Membership 
(student 

chapter, early 
career 

member, 
industry 
member) 

Board member 
Presidential 

chain 
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A Society is welcoming you no matter who you are or where 
you are, while a company is reviewing your background and 

legal / immigration status.

A Scientific Society will look at your effective scientific work and community contributions, not 
at your social and legal status, employment card, green card, visa, etc…

You can join a Society whenever you wish, you can leave a Society whenever you wish, you can 
re-join whenever you wish, you cannot get fired from a Scientific Society, however you can 
chose to stay your entire professional life with a Society,… if you wish so… 
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A very diverse path, but one single backbone over 30 years: Optics and photonics
and one constant and same external involvement: the International Society for Optics and Photonics (SPIE)

My own journey over the past 3 decades



Get involved in national and international 
events related to your field



Take part at various events during the international day 
of light (May 16th)



Take part in international events celebrating your field 
(UNESCO International Year of Light 2015)



Take part in regional events



Talk part at various technology milestones anniversaries 
celebrated in your field



Get involved in governmental institutions, 
national programs, congressional caucus…







Mingle with governmental agencies around 
hot topics (CHIPS act for photonics)

Interface directly with key contacts at NIST, NSF, ARPA, OSTP, etc…



Get involved in the right 
discussions to further AR 
products and 
their acceptance in 
enterprise, especially in the 
medical field (FDA).



Get involved in panels to define standards across your industry 



Contributing to book chapters and authoring 
scientific books



2000 2004 2008 2012 2016 2020

Authoring books can be a very rewarding weekend activity
(…but ask your spouse, partner and/or kids first…)



Getting involved in international societies allows 
you to meet the pioneers in your field…

… and choose a great mentor... and prepare to be 
a mentor yourself...



An amazing perk in being involved in international societies: mingle with your heroes! 

Gabriel Lipmann (Nobel 1908)

Denis Gabor (Nobel 1971) Adolph Lohman 

Steve Benton Joe GoodmanHerwig Kogelnik

Moharam & Gaylord

Hans Bjielkhagen
“Hans-Holo”



Give talks along giants in your field.







… and even become a TV star!!! ...for 45 seconds...



Become a short course instructor
(at conferences, intra-company, university,…)





Get students excited by giving talks at your Alma Mater,… and elsewhere…



Get industry and potential partners excited by giving in-company talks



Become knighted in a secret scientific society!



Help nurture a community on line, especially 
useful during a pandemic era.

Be a community champion and create a dynamic 
that will help the project in the long term.







Monthly Fire Side Chat
A few companies which I hosted on line as SPIE Fireside Chats



Show initiatives in creating new exciting events for 
students and early stage professionals to distill 
excitement and passion for your field.



Help define and create new and exciting events in your field 
example of the photonics Innovation Village for university spin-offs and pre-venture stage start-ups 

initiated in Strasbourg in 2004 and still running today!



Initiate students events to provide them industry exposure : 
Example of the Optical Design Challenge for AR/VR/MR (2018- 2023)



Example of a direct impact for one laureate of the 2018 SPIE AR/VR/MR 
ODC challenge: Stan Larroque, now CEO of Lynx VR in Paris.



Help organize and chair conferences in your field





Help organize and chair conferences in your field can 
become a great source of personal satisfaction, and 
satisfaction goes a long way… longer than a title, 
monetary rewards, stocks…
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Participate in industry affiliates and centers of excellence 
in optics and photonics



Join industry affiliations around specific technical topics



Help setting up international industry affiliates to boost diversity and inclusion



Get involved in outreach activities to enable a more 
balanced gender representation in your field

Women in Photonics



Last but not least: Get actively involved in charitable 
donation programs in the field of optics and photonics.

Dr. Marc Himel
Chairman TBE USA
Optical Engineer



Summary

Getting involved in international scientific societies is NEVER A WASTE OF TIME. It may take some time to 
show rewards, but IT WILL ALWAYS SHOW REWARDS, in ways you may not think of originally. 

1- Rewards for the individual to advance one’s personal skills

2- Rewards for the employee to advance one’s career

3- Rewards for the employer (company, university, research institution…)



This is a letter I received from a student after the 2020 SPIE 
AR VR MR (Photonics West) event in SF, in which he 

participated for the first time 
as an SPIE student volunteer…

This student cultivated the passion for a technology and 
the passion for volunteering in the scientific community 

and saw rewards of his early volunteering in many different 
and unexpected ways.

Anyone can become a community champion, and as 
a result leverage one’s personal and professional 

skills to further one’s career.

This is what I wish for all of you.
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